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in the mid-1960s, after salomaia went to college in brussels, he became a florist by profession. he
returned to goa in the late-1980s, in which he worked as a florist, and he photographed a lot of

events, mostly in goa, south-east asia and europe. like its director salomaia, the dgemn had an art
laboratory, which had been inaugurated by alda do prado in 1949, headed by esteves de castro: she

was responsible for photographs, illustrations and advertisements. the secretary, luís caldas, was
also responsible for photography, especially of the press reception held by the argentine delegation
in 1955. the daily activities of baltazar castro in old goa resulted in a growing population of english,
portuguese, french and german tourists, as he set up a chain of restaurants and lodges to meet the

needs of visitors. there was also the need for more road building, so he made a third phase of
railway tracks from old goa to panjim. this was just the beginning of the destruction of old goa. in the
last years of the 1950s, the construction of the panjim-bengaluru railway, began. it also included the
construction of new goa and the construction of the hotels and restaurants linked to the new roads
and tracks. the abandonment of old goa became a certainty and by 1960, baltazar castro could not

resist the temptation to leave old goa forever, and the trainees on the dgemn entrusted him with the
arrival of the new trainees on the atlantic line (figs. 1 and 2 ). 18 for baltazar castro, to continue

working in the place where he had lived for many years, was a feeling of great satisfaction. the job at
dgemn began to the 25th of march, when the trainees on the atlantic line came. he was sent to

continue constructing the same viaducts, returning to lisbon in july to receive his following trainees.
this entire period is marked by two main occurrences: in the second half of 1956 and the third half of

1957, goa was put under emergency rule. this state of exception was intended to suppress the
agitation by the goan activists and to maintain order in the capital city, which was shaken by the

massive exodus of goans. this emergency rule was permanent until the early 1960s.
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the dictatorship of salazar and oliveira costa gave rise to the construction of new buildings, and a
revision of the old, due to the reconstruction of the historic centre. the câmara de são cristóvão, for

instance, was built in the mid-1950s, at the initiative of baltazar castro. the project involved a drastic
change in the existing streetscape: the existing câmara was an attractive portuguese town of the
18th century, and the new building was a stereotypical portuguese of the 1950s. the construction
was a typical example of the “retro style” that was popular in portugal and brazil at the time. the

construction of the monument of guimarães was one of the results of the end of the dictatorship in
1974, but it was only completed in the 1990s. it is a large monument, located at the place where the

battles were fought. it was the place where the first victory over the moors was recorded, on the
13th of august 1462, and was the place where the monument commemorating the victory was built.

this monument was built at the initiative of baltazar castro. it was designed by two architects:
naguesha pissurlencar (fig. 6 ), who also designed the tomb of xavier, the apostle of the east, in old
goa; and francisco de oliveira, who designed the monument of the national independence, in tejo

(fig. 7 ). fellows, paye, alencar, niccio, castro, coelho, silva, bandeira, lourival and basta. «monica de
castro (1928-2004)». romantismos: revista de estudos e pesquisas sobre história, literatura, arte e

cultura. 53(1), pp. 27-32, jul/dez. 2020. o primeiro romance de mnica de castro publicado pela
editora vida & conscincia tambm o primeiro da trilogia seguida por ''com o amor no se brinca'' e

''lembranas que o vento traz''. no incio do sculo 19, o brasil vivia em plena escravatura. tonha, aos
nove anos, trazida da frica como escrava para servir aline, filha de um rico fazendeiro. sua histria de
vida e suas lembranas so resgatadas neste lindo romance escrito em parceria com o esprito leonel.
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